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Look beyond the quick fix towards Collaborative relationships
Drive the Organization towards being “IBP wired”

Production Planning to IBP
Decades of Evolution similar to Graham Bell invention 

transforming into an Apple iPhone 

Source of evolution graphic : Oliver Wight International



Companies often get Stuck in the “Dip”
Resistance to Change hinders further maturity
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IBP “practicing” Leadership 

“Next Gen” Process Leaders for IBP
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Collaboration

Board level commitment before “moving” out of dip 
to path of sustainable maturity

Middle Management driven 

Functional expertise focused

Leadership Style and Lack of  adequate people capability



Board level commitment supplemented with
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• Solving crisis all the time – Quick Fix 
managers

• Problems still occur, but are fewer in 
number as we tackle them ahead of time 
– Collaborative Managers

Problem  
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Longer 
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Superior collaboration between P&L owners and on-ground team

Orchestrator “Crisis Preventor” Supply Chain
Vis a Vis

Reactive “Crisis Solver” Supply Chain



IBP helps build trust and drive required leadership behaviours 

Works at Aggregate level to create a roughly right plan enabling 
guidance for work at detailed level, S&OP was typically besotted 
with details

Understanding Assumptions behind the Plan built on Building Blocks
along with Risks and Opportunities that come with those assumptions, 
S&OP wanted a Volume and Value No.

 Identify Gaps that need closure now and prioritize over others which 
can wait for next cycle.

Take decisions and make it a process which “Manages and decides 
timely for the Business” rather than “review the business”

Let us understand key differences between S&OP and IBP



Key to Success
Recognize that IBP needs Trust & People Capability much more than 
relentless pursuit of Technology enablement

“Roughly right” rather than
“Precisely wrong” Long term Plans
are driven by trust and not SKU
level data insights

Business acumen of Process
Leaders helps “mitigate” Risk or
“seize” opportunity for managing
the GAP generated by IBP

Technology supports creation of
building block BUT trust around
“assumption changes” and
subsequent impact on demand
drives process maturity

Trust or Data

Long Term “Roughly right” Plan
that sets guidelines for key
activities like Rough cut Capacity
Planning

Plans need to be supplemented
with financially appraised Risks &
Opportunities

Demand Plans built around
Assumptions and discussed
around Building Blocks (Base,
Trade, Innovation, Promotion,
Pricing, Competition etc)

IBP Expectations



Key to Success 
A whole new Leadership style to drive IBP maturity

Why is the Plan less than signed up 
target for the year ?

1:1 resolution

Generate Actions for the Team 
basis “discussion papers” during 
the management review

Monthly Cadence driven Rigour and 
Formality in resolution

I want Truth in the Plan as the team 
knows it today.

Demarcated ownership in multiple 
horizons – Short (Sales), Medium 
(Customer Marketing) and Long 
(Consumer Marketing)

Same demand question over the 
same horizon to all commercial 
colleagues

Push the team to generate “Decision 
papers”, Take the decisions and Live 
with the impact of such decisions

Prevalent Leadership 
Behavior

Expected Leadership 
Behavior
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Process Champions are 
accountable for ensuring the 
integrity of the process.

Process Leaders facilitate the 
process. They:

• Prepare and orchestrate the IBP 
meetings

• Collaborate on 
articulating/resolving business 
issues.

• Create viable alternatives and 
recommendations for the 
prevalent business issue.

A Process Leader  is a 

facilitator and orchestrator of 

the process.

A Process Champion is a 

sponsor of the process.

Key to Success 
Carefully chosen Hi-Potential employees play the critical role of 
a Process Leader


